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Introduction
Stop wasting time on the Internet!
This is my hope for you. Like most business owners, you probably spend endless
hours on the internet, looking for possibilities of doing business online. After all,
the internet is a game changing tool for collecting leads, attracting customers,
growing a business, finding sta , providing awesome customer service and
building communities.
It is also true that most of us fail dismally in our online ventures.
So to help you succeed in your future endeavors, here are five things you can do
in the next week to get the needle moving in the right direction.

1. Get Specific
For those of you who are not familiar with SMART goals, the acronym stands
for Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Realistic and Time-bound. SMART goals
are part of an idea that has been around for decades and has helped
businesses and individuals increase productivity and stay focused.
The reason SMART goals are back in favour is because the Internet allows
us to measure and track most of what we do. In this section, we’re going to
focus on getting specific about our goals because that is usually the hardest
part of the process.
If you could have 10 new clients today, but they all had to be a clone of one of
your existing clients, who would the existing client be?
An ideal client is the one who is the most profitable, gives you the least amount
of grief, is a joy to work with, refers you new business, pays on time and who
you would genuinely like to have more of.
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Once you have identified this client, ask yourself what industry they work in, the
size of the business, their turnover, what kind of products and services they o er,
how many sta they have, what their business aspirations are and what value
YOU o er the relationship.
Now visit your website and read all of the pages, view all of the images and
work your way through the site as if you were your number one client. I want
you to imagine that this website has been built specifically for you.
Ask yourself these questions:
Does the language used on the website resonate with
you? Are the images engaging to look at?
Is the information relevant and interesting?
Your website should be built for your number one client and nobody else. This is
usually di cult to execute because we are afraid of potentially losing other
clients. However, if we have identified who our number one client is, doesn’t it
make sense to then focus on just attracting more of them?
Actionable:
List all of the changes to the text and images you need to make on your website
so that it appeals to your number one client.

2. Get Readable
One of the most important things to ensure on your website is quality content. If,
while reading the content on your website, you lose interest after a few paragraphs,
then you can expect your clients to get bored easily after reading a few lines. This is
why, you need to have an e ective and appealing content strategy in place, so that
your clients do not leave your website within a few minutes of landing on it.

A simple content writing strategy should have something that would grab the
client’s Attention, Interest him, make them Desire the Services you have to o er,
and finally, give them a reason to click on the Call to Action button.
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Also, don’t forget to include relevant keywords in your content to ensure that
your website is well ranked on the search engine.
Actionable:
Make your content more interesting from the reader’s point of view, add all
the relevant LSI keywords in the text as well as page meta tags, to rank well
on the search engines, and update your content as and when necessary.

3. Get Action
Most websites fail to achieve a measurable goal for the business because they
fail to ask the user to take action. If the goal of your website is to encourage
potential new clients to pick up the phone or email you with an enquiry, then you
need to be explicit about asking them to take that action.
Have you ever been in a clothing boutique when the shop assistant asked you if
you’d like to join their VIP club to receive a discount? Some of us join; most of
us don’t. But when was the last time you walked into a clothing boutique and
asked them if you could join their VIP club? Never. The point is: if you don’t ask,
you don’t get.
Actionable:
Identify the action you want your website visitors to take and make sure it is
clear and obvious on every page throughout your site.

4. Get Faster
Let me ask you this; How long would you wait for a website to load before giving
up and moving on to another one? Not very long, right?
The same principle applies to your own website.
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In order to make it more appealing and engaging to your clients, you may
include more interactive pictures and videos. However, due to the the large
sizes of your images and videos, your website may take ages to load, and
ultimately drive away all the potential clients away to your competitors.
Hence, you must optimize all your images along with your website, and also
include relevant signals for each of them to improve the loading speed and
search engine visibility.
Actionable:
Use the free plugin, WP Smush to optimize your images for faster loading
speed, and add relevant signals like file name, alt text, title, description and
caption to all your images for better search engine visibility.

5. Get Found
It’s no secret that millions of people are using Google every day to search for
information and answers to their questions. But it doesn’t take black magic or
superpowers to get your website found on Google. The first thing you need to
ensure is that you are in the Google index. This is like making sure your card is in
the library index so when someone searches for your type of book I can find you.

Type the following into the Google search engine to see if your website is in
the Google index:
site:yourdomainname.com
Obviously replace “yourdomainname” with your actual website address. E.g. if I
want to make sure my website is in the Google index I would type this into
Google: site:http://bigrockcoupon.in
If your website is not in the Google index, you will need to open an account with
Google Webmaster tools and submit your website to Google. Here’s a great video from
Jennifer at Google explaining how it works.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=uNZJMZ0hi1Y#t=13
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Actionable:
Make sure you are in the Google index so you can get found. If need be,
instruct your web developer to submit your site to Google for you.

6. Get Shared
This is the part that requires actual work. You’ve probably heard a thousand
times that the key to getting shared on social media is to create engaging
content. Let me explain this in real world terms that you can understand.
Have you ever been at a party and found yourself quoting someone else
from a conversation you had a few days ago? Have you ever been at a
party and overheard somebody else quoting something you said earlier in
the evening? The same principle applies to getting shared on social media.
People share things on social media based on how it is going to make
them look to their peers. So if nobody is sharing your content on social
media, then you need to create di erent content.
Ask yourself what you could create that your number one client would be
interested in sharing with their peers. Types of content can include a blog
post, a free report, a video interview, a podcast or a free e-book just like this
one you are reading. The key is to make it as useful as possible to number
one client and make it easy for them to share.
Actionable:
Create one piece of content and share it with your number one client via
LinkedIn, Twitter or Facebook.
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7. Get Shared
The only way to improve your online activities over time is to measure
what you are doing. Luckily, Google provides us with an amazing free
tool to track how visitors are behaving on our website.
Google analytics should be installed on every page on your website and
you should be reading your Google analytics reports once a week to
understand how your audience are responding to you.
Here is a free video from Grovo to show you how to get started with
Google analytics: http://www.grovo.com/get-started-with-googleanalytics/install-the-tracking-code
Actionable:
Make sure Google analytics is installed on your website and that you can
access the reports to read every week.

Conclusion
The Internet provides business owners with huge opportunities to connect
with new clients and better service our existing clients. It also provides us
with an enormous amount of information, white noise and distraction.
The aim of this short e-book is to cut through the clutter and give you
some actionable steps that will make a real di erence to how your
website is performing for your business.
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Thank you for your time
Visit
www.infiWebz.com
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